Different sources of error in single isomorphous replacement (SIR) maps are analysed. It is shown that SIR maps are good enough in themselves to localize a molecule but the absence of low-resolution reflections can distort the image of the molecule. Even in this case the molecule can be reliably localized using the double-step filtration technique of On the other hand, such syntheses may be considerably improved by addition of low-resolution structure factors. A very simple procedure is suggested to retrieve unknown phases for these structure factors.
I. Introduction
At the beginning of a macromolecular structure determination, electron density syntheses may be so noisy that the molecules cannot be localized. Different sources of errors influence synthesis distortions. Some of them have recently been analysed by Fenderson, Herriott & Adman (1990) . In our work we have analysed the influence of some other sources of synthesis errors: using isomorphous replacement phases instead of the exact values and lack of very lowresolution reflections in the synthesis (loss of the central zone of reciprocal space).
Earlier, Podjarny, Schevitz & Sigler (1981) and Luzzatti, Mariani & Delacroix (1988) noted the significance of low-resolution phases. Now we have succeeded in both qualitative and quantitative estimation of the effect of these omitted reflections. This omission was shown to be the main cause of molecular image distortion. Unfortunately, determination of the corresponding phases by the isomorphous replacement method is problematic, in particular because of the well known disordered solvent contribution.
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When molecule boundaries can be found, the powerful solvent-flattening procedure (Bricogne, 1974) may be used to improve the synthesis. To localize a molecule in a very noisy synthesis, similar procedures were independently developed by Stuart (1988) , Urzhumtsev (1985) , Wang (1985) and Westbrook (see, Podjarny, Moras, Navaza & Alzari, 1988) . The most popular of these approaches is the Wang (1985) procedure. This was successfully inserted into the general density-modification scheme (Podjarny, 1987) which was used from the beginnings of protein crystallography (see e.g. Qurashi, 1953) .
There is a widespread point of view that the basis of the Wang procedure is a local averaging of a noisy synthesis. However, as was shown by Urzhumtsev et al. (1989) , the averaging by itself does not produce molecule boundaries and the key point is the preliminary nonlinear filtration of the synthesis. In the Wang procedure this step is carried out indirectly by calculating the synthesis without Fooo/V and removing negative density. Wang has not paid due attention to this step although the results for molecular boundaries depend on its parameters (Urzhumsev et al., 1989) . We have demonstrated that the appropriate choice of parameters for both nonlinear filtration and averaging enables one to localize the molecule even in a very noisy synthesis, in particular, one calculated without low-resolution reflections.
When low-resolution reflections are unphased the synthesis may also be improved by phase extension to the low-resolution region which is the exact opposite to the usual phase extension to high-resolution reflections. Some authors working with viruses structures in particular include these reflections in synthesis calculations, obtaining the phases from a model (e.g. Harrison & Jack, 1975) . This situation differs from the one discussed here where a model is absent but more high-resolution phases are known, maybe with some errors. Earlier, Podjarny et al.
O 1991 International Union of Crystallography (1981) used complicated matrix methods (Tsoucaris, 1970) to retrieve phases for low-resolution reflections. We have found that these phases can be retrieved in a much simpler way. The whole procedure consists of nonlinear filtration of the initial synthesis and calculation of Fourier coefficients for a new distribution. Both test calculations and application to the experimental data have shown that the addition of retrieved data to the initial synthesis may show the molecule without any solvent flattening.
II. Method of testing
This work has arisen from elongation factor G (EFG) structure determination (Chirgadze, Nikonov, Brazhnikov, Garber & Reshetnikova, 1983) and the model, the unit cell, the resolution etc. used in the test calculations were taken from this investigation. Such a choice of parameters has allowed us to use the results of the test calculations directly to solve the problem.
Notation
SIR: single isomorphous replacement method (Blow & Rossmann, 1961) . AMB: automatic molecule bounding method (Wang, 1985) . DSF: double-step filtration method (Urzhumtsev, 1985) . F ff exp (i~off): structure factors calculated from a protein model. F~ exp(i~0~)" structure factors calculated from a heavy atom. F Pn exp (i~0P"): structure factors calculated from a heavy-atom derivative.
SIR SIR ~os , ms : phase and its figure of merit determined with the SIR. pSIR: electron density distribution calculated with SIR FsP exp (i~oS'R). coefficients ms tsaR: result of double-step filtration of pS~R Ts exp (ig, s): Fourier coefficients of r sin.
Atomic model
The model of the artificial molecule was composed of two atomic models of carboxypeptidase A (Rees, Lewis & Lipscomb, 1983) , each of 339 amino acid residues, and was placed without overlapping in the unit cell (space group P2,212~, a = 76, b = 106, c = 116/~). The model heavy atom was placed in a cavity between the models of carboxypeptidase.
Structure factors
The sets of structure factors {FPexp (i~0P)} and {F Pu exp (i~0Pu)} were calculated from the native model and its heavy-atom derivative, respectively, each included about 2500 reflections out to 6/~ resolution. The number of electrons in the heavy atom was chosen such that its contribution {F~ exp (i~0~)} to the structure factors was Rn = ~. F~/E FP = 0.1.
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SIR simulation
We assumed that values of structure-factor moduli were known for the native protein and for its derivative, {F if} and {Fff"}, respectively. The exact phases were assumed unknown and were used only for comparison. The heavy atom was supposed to be determined either absolutely accurately or with the coordinate error A r, depending on the test. The F ff and F fin values and the heavy-atom parameters were used to calculate phases and their figures of merit with the standard SIR technique (Blow & Rossmann, 1961) .
Syntheses
Structure factors with a resolution within 6~ < _ 1/Isl <-dmax were used to calculate the SIR syntheses pS'R(r) = v-' [ Fooo + E, msStR"~rs x exp (i~ siR) exp (-2 isr)J (2) where dmax was either infinite or 30,~, depending on the test.
Molecule region
In spite of widespread use, the term molecule region is not exactly defined. Usually, it means the points of the unit cell which are closest to the atoms of the molecule under investigation. In our case we define the molecule region as a set of points r such that pEX(r)--~¢ for them, where pEX(r) is the ideal electron density map, calculated from the atomic model. Normally, ~: should be taken in such a way that the corresponding region has a volume equal to the real molecular volume, e.g. 40-45% of the whole unit-cell volume. However, when only the outside molecule boundary is analysed and not the fine details, the ~ value should be less and the volume of the corresponding region becomes greater. In particular, it may be useful to analyse the regions in which the volume increases to 60-70% of the whole unit-cell volume.
A definition of a molecule region by a more accurate but complicated method has led our test calculations to practically the same results.
Comparison of the syntheses
We used an approach to synthesis comparison suggested by Lunin (1988) . remain the most error free and that reasonable errors in the atom position (here up to 3-4/~) do not essentially influence molecule localization (Fig. 3c ).
When an electron density distribution p(r) is analysed the shape and localization of regions bounded by equipotential surfaces are the object of interest rather than the absolute values of the density. For example, we have introduced the molecule region as the set of points r such that pEX(r)--> ~ and the more exactly this region may be reproduced with a synthesis approximation p(r) the better this approximation is.
Let ~ be a region which is bounded by some equipotential surface of the synthesis pEX and occupies a share v of the whole unit-cell volume. If we introduce a uniform grid with the total number Nto t of grid points in the unit cell, the region O~ normally contains vNtot grid points.
If the same number vNtot of grid points are chosen randomly then some of them belong the region I2~ and some are outside the region. The mean number of such 'outside of O~ points' is v(1 -v)Nto t. Otherwise, the same number vN, o, of grid points may be chosen as points corresponding to the largest values of some function p(r). In this case the number Nou, of the 'outside of the ~= points' may be less than for a random choice. The value
may be used as a quantitative estimation of the correctness of ~ determination with the use of the function p(r). The smaller D(v) the better .O~ is reproduced.
Usually, the value D(v) varies with v showing the accuracy with which a function p(r) can reproduce different regions of ~.
Omitting very low-resolution reflections
The effect of omitting very low-resolution reflections may be clearly seen for the synthesis with the exact phase values. When only 29 reflections with a resolution over 30 ,/~ (1% of the total 6 A resolution
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III. The influence of different errors on SIR syntheses

SIR phase errors
The 6,& resolution sets of the native structurefactor moduli and SIR phases and merits were simulated using the atomic model as described above. The SIR synthesis (2) was calculated with a full 6 A resolution set of structure factors for the exactly determined heavy atom. A comparison of the (4~ SIR with the exact phases has given an average error of about 45 ° (Fig. 1) . The quantitive comparison (Fig. 2 ) of the synthesis with the exact one for 6,~, resolution (Fig. 3a) has shown that the substitution of SIR phases for the exact phase values does not markedly influence middle-density regions of the synthesis. The latter allows a fairly easy localization of the molecule.
Errors influenced by heavy-atom displacement
In a more complicated situation with the heavyatom coordinates containing an error A r one observes more substantial phase errors (Fig. 1 ) and a poorer synthesis quality. A comparison of the syntheses with the exact 6/~ resolution synthesis (Fig. 2) shows that the regions of middle values of electron density reflection set) were excluded from the synthesis calculation the compact molecule region has disappeared (Fig. 3d) . A quantitative comparison with the exact synthesis ( Fig. 2) has shown that corresponding distortions differ from those in the previous test. Exclusion of the reflections of the reciprocal-space central zone strongly affects middle and low-density regions, slightly distorting the regions of the peaks. A visual analysis shows that in this synthesis (Fig.  3d) , as well as in the similar synthesis with SIR phases shown in Fig. 3(e) , the localization of the molecule is very problematic. It is clear that any additional error zar introduced in heavy-atom parameters can only redouble the problem of molecule localization. However, high-density values are still more reliable than middle-density ones.
IV. Automatic molecule localization
Double-step filtration method
The DSF was elaborated (Urzhumtsev, 1985) for automatic molecule localization in a noisy synthesis. We use this term to emphasize the importance of each of two successive steps in the initial synthesis processing. The first step (non-linear filtration) is to determine the measure of reliability, p(r), that the grid point r enter the molecule region. Different functions (Urzhumtsev, Lunin & Luzyanina, 1986 , 1989 In the second step the mean number, r(r), of points belonging to the molecule region is calculated for a neighbourhood of each point r. This value may be calculated as a weighted sum ofp(u) with a weighting function a(lu-rl). In this work we used the function a(r) introduced by Wang (1985) :
where R is a prescribed radius of averaging. This function was used to make the comparison of the approaches easier although a(r) may vary (Urzhumtsev et al., 1989) .
The direct p(u) summation (Wang, 1985) may be replaced by the equivalent method of corresponding structure-factor multiplication. This method of linear filtration in reciprocal space which was proposed by Lunin (see Urzhumtsev, 1985) and Leslie (1987) is much less time consuming. The full scheme of the DSF may be represented as p(r) x(p), p(r) __.*a(r)___~ r(r)
P. exp (iq~,) xA(s) T, exp (ko,)
Here * a (r) means a convolution with spherically symmetric a(r) and xA(s) means multiplication by its Fourier coefficients which are real in this case. This approach is rather different from the Wang (1985) method of automatic molecule bounding where the first step is hidden. The necessity for non-linear filtration has been shown previously by Urzhumtsev et al. (1989) . Note that the result of this step, p(r), describes features of the point r only while the final function r(r) describes features of the neighbourhood of the point r.
Use of Wang's approach
Molecule bounding in the exact synthesis does not cause problems. For the synthesis pS~R(r) calculated with true SIR phases the quality of the molecule localization was worse (Fig. 4) . Using the filtration functions g (4) and aw (5) and parameter values Ix = Fooo/V and R = 10/~ suitable for AMB, the distribution tSaR(r) was obtained from pSIR(r). Bounding of the molecule region in tSaR(r) has demonstrated its greater closeness to the molecule region than the pSXR synthesis (Fig. 4) . Besides, this distribution showed greater stability against phase errors. Introduction of a heavy-atom position error of 3-4 A practically did not affect the molecule localization. It has already been shown that for a synthesis without central-zone reflections visual molecule localization is very problematic (Fig. 3e) . The Wang procedure coped, in general, with this problem too; however, the result was essentially worse (Fig. 4) .
When the region 7"SIR(r)-->~ occupied the whole molecule volume (for the test it was 40-45% of the unit-cell volume), a perceptible portion of the molecule was lacking (Figs. 5a, b) . Increasing the volume bounded to 60-65% did not radically improve the situation. Such a missing portion is dangerous because of the solvent flattening which usually follows the procedure in the density modification method. It may erase part of the synthesis containing important molecular information that is very difficult to restore.
Optimal parameters for the filtration functions
A different choice of parameter /z determines a share of the whole unit-cell volume bounded by the surface p(r) =/z. As was shown by Urzhumtsev et al. (1989) , parameter/z in (4) is the key parameter providing the molecule region or its negative, or nothing. Since the high-density synthesis points can be referred to the molecule region with greater certainty than the middle-or low-density ones (Fig. 2) , increasing /z essentially improves the quality of the molecule localization. For the SIR synthesis without centralzone reflections the /z value corresponding to the bounding of only 10% of the unit-cell volume has provided the best result. Further increase of /., did not improve the situation, possibly because very little information was preserved. Parameter R (the radius of averaging) of the function aw(r) also influences the filtration. For~--Fooo/V the best result was achieved at R = 20 A. An optimum for the molecule localization seems a value of R close to half of the characteristic molecule radius. Using the best parameter values of/z and R at the same time gave a filtered synthesis (Fig. 5c ) where molecular localization was essentially better (Fig. 4) .
It should be noted that the region bounded in the filtered synthesis is very stable against heavy-atom displacements. However, when the atom position is very wrong (for the given model the heavy atom must be shifted by about 15 A) the true molecule region disappears, giving rise to a false globule at another site. Thus, the presence of a globule in the filtered synthesis does not guarantee a correct solution of the problem.
It is natural that the image of the molecule in the calculated distribution r(r) should lose fine detail if R increases. To protect the molecule, one should bound not 40-45% but 60-70% of the unit-cell volume. This, of course, gives less additional information in the iterative process of phase improvement which usually follows this procedure, but the probability that the molecule remains inside the bounded region should surely increase. We think that the error may be smaller if our approach is combined with the technique developed by Bhat & Blow (1982) , in which connected regions with large density values are added to the basic region (here to the bounded region with a relative volume of 40-45%).
V. Retrieval of the low-resolution structure factors
Since the main difficulty in localizing the molecule (manually or automatically) in SIR density maps is caused by the absence of reciprocal-space centralzone reflections, the maps may be improved by retrieving these reflections. Previously, Podjarny et al. (1981) successfully retrieved low-resolution structure-factor phases for tRNA using matrix methods (Tsoucaris, 1970) . Also, Zelwer (1988) tried to retrieve these phases with an isomorphous pseudoderivative technique. Here we suggest another procedure to retrieve phases (and the moduli if absent) which is extremely simple.
Since the distribution z(r) calculated with the DSF resembles a low-resolution electron density distribution the question arises whether the Fourier coefficients of z(r) are close to the corresponding low-resolution structure factors. When the answer is positive, the calculated phases tp(s) may be used as an approximation for the unknown values.
We have carried out two tests. In the first one the initial synthesis was calculated with the SIR structure factors (2) at a resolution of 6 ]~ where very lowresolution reflections (with resolution lower than 30 ,~) were excluded (Fig. 3e) . The distribution z(r) was calculated with the DSF using the functions (4), (5) and the optimal values of p, and R determined above. The phase of its Fourier coefficients, Ts exp (i¢,), were used for the synthesis improvement. The Fourier coefficients F p exp (i~o~) of low resolution were added to the new synthesis calculation while structure factors for the resolution 6-30 ,~ were unchanged. The section of the improved synthesis is shown in Fig. 3(f) where molecule localization is quite clear and is close to that in the full SIR synthesis (Fig. 6) phases ~0s was about 50 °. The standard correlation coefficient calculated with respect to structure-factor moduli was 0-86.
It is important that when structure-factor phases are retrieved the second step of the DSF, averaging of density, is unnecessary because the linear filtration with real A(s) does not change the phases ~0s of low-resolution structure factors, Ps exp (i~o,) Ts exp (i~0~). So only simple synthesis modification (4) with appropriate/x gives phases whose addition to the initial synthesis shows a molecule with no artificial solvent flattening (Fig. 3f) .
In the second test the situation was simulated when both low-resolution structure-factor phases and moduli are unknown. The initial synthesis and the procedure for its filtration were the same. The value of the scale factor K between the exact moduli, F if, and the calculated values, T,, was determined from the minimum of ~,~ (r,T~-F~) 2 where the summation was carried out over structure factors with resolution 30 A _ 1/Isl -25 A. The standard crystallographic R factor has reached 40% for the optimal scale factor. Then the contribution of the Fourier coefficients KTs exp (i~o~) of the resolution lower than 30 A was added to the initial synthesis. This new synthesis was a bit worse than a similar synthesis from the first test but was better than the initial one.
clearly be seen in the electron density map without any artificial solvent flattening.
VII. Concluding remarks
1. The problem of localizing the molecule in a noisy SIR synthesis of low resolution is due to the omission of low-resolution structure factors from the calculation of the synthesis rather than to the substitution of SIR phases for the exact phases and the usual errors in the heavy-atom parameters.
2. Molecule localization in a noisy synthesis may be obtained by non-linear filtration leaving only 10-30% of the unit-cell volume, followed by linear filtration with a large averaging radius R.
3. To retrieve phases of low-resolution reflections, non-linear filtration on the initial synthesis is sufficient and the phases of the Fourier coefficients ofthe filtered distribution may be taken as an approximation. When corresponding moduli are also absent, the addition of calculated Fourier coefficients instead
VI. Application to EFG structure investigation
The three-dimensional structure of the elongation factor G (EFG) from Thermus thermophilus has been investigated in the Protein Research Institute and Research Computing Centre of the USSR Academy of Sciences. The molecular weight of EFG is about 77 kDa, crystals belong to space group P2~2~2~, a = 75.9, b= 105.6, c= 115.9A, the solvent volume is 55-60% (Chirgadze et al., 1983) . The observed structure-factor moduli with a resolution up to 6 ,~ were measured for the native protein and for one heavyatom derivative. The standard SIR gave a practically uninterpretable 8,~ resolution synthesis (Fig. 7a ) calculated with about 1700 reflections. However, 29 reflections with resolution below 30 A were excluded from the calculation because of the absence of the phase values for them. The application of the standard AMB approach (Wang, 1985) failed to give a compact region, whereas the DSF technique with a /x value corresponding to bounding of 10-30% of the unit-cell volume and R = 20/~ gave a clear molecule package. The similarity of the results with those of an independent direct-phase determination (Lunin, Urzhumtsev & Skovoroda, 1990 ) and other approaches (Chirgadze et al., 1991) make us think the results are reliable.
The addition of 29 low-resolution structure factors after phases have been retrieved with the described technique has led to a considerable improvement of the synthesis (Fig. 7b) . The molecule region can of missing low-resolution structure factors may improve the synthesis.
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Introduction
The main feature of the growth of semiconductor structures consisting of alternating layers of chemically different materials is the mismatch between the bulk lattice constants of different materials at epitaxy * 3-5 compounds in IUPAC (1988) nomenclature.
0108-7673/91 / 060801-03 $03.00 temperature, interfacial misfit dislocations and the difference in linear expansion coefficients.
Recently there has been strong interest in theheteroepitaxial growth of I I I-V compound* semiconductors on Si. However, there are serious problems concerning the growth of III-V semiconductors on Si substrates, one of which is the high density of dislocations generated and the other is residual stress in the growing films due to the large lattice mismatch and the difference in expansion coefficients of III-V films and Si substrates.
In this paper a method for calculating residual stresses in superlattices has been developed in the general form. Allowances have been made for the misfit dislocations, lattice mismatch and difference in thermal expansion coefficients of layers. The condition for the absence of residual stresses in superlattices has been obtained analytically in the case of both coherent growth and misfit dislocations.
